Class

Course Code

Room #

Cost

Ages

Student Count

Date(s)

Day

Time

Instructor

Aspen 111

$35

10-12 yrs..

10 min - 20 max

June 20th - 23rd

T,W,R,F

3pm - 4:30pm

Lorena Marchant

Class Description & Special Instructions

WMC- White Mountain Campus in Show Low

Architects Camp

ArchitectsCampKDC17-WMC-02

Students will design and build a variety of structures such as a roller
coaster using Keva Planks and will explore what it is to be an architect.
Architechts Camp

ArchitectsCampKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

$35

6-9 yrs.

10 - 20 max.

June 20th - 23rd

Basic Music and Guitar

MusicandGuitarKDC17-WMC-01

Modular 5

$100

6-14 yrs.

8 min - 12 max

Beginning Crochet

BegCrochetKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

$30

6-14 yrs.

5 min - 6 max

Beginning Crochet

BegCrochetKDC17-WMC-02

Aspen 110

$30

6-14 yrs.

5 min - 6 max

Beginning Tap Dancing

BeginningTapKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 103

$40

6-14 yrs.

5 min. - 12 max

June 6th - 22nd

Beginning Tap Dancing

BeginningTapKDC17-WMC-02

Aspen 103

Chalk It Up

ChalkItUpKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 103

$40

$25

T,W,R,F

1pm - 2:30pm

Lorena Marchant

M,R

2pm - 3:30pm

Dennis Kemp

July 3rd - 7th

M,W,R,F

11am - 12pm

Mary Croft

July 10th - 14th

M,T,W,R,F

11am - 12pm

Mary Croft

T,R

10am-11:30am

Stacy Williamson

June 5th - July 13th

Learn the music needed to play chords, identify notes, read sheet music,
keep the rythm and harmonize with others while playig the guitar and
singing into microphone. Students ages 6-14 years old welcome! *The
instructor is offering an optional guitar rental for a $35 refundable deposit,
plus a weekly charge of $1.00 pay to the instructor at time of class, for
more information call instructor at (602)295-9977.
Crochet is a lifetime skill. Students will learn several basic stitches and
how to follow simple patterns.

Beginning tap dance is a short yet fun way to introduce students to the
classical world of tap dancing. *Please wear tap shoes if you have them if
not, glue pennies on toes/heels of a pair of sneakers

6-14 yrs.

5 min - 12 max

July 6th - 20th

T,R

10am -11:30am

Stacy Williamson

7-14 yrs.

5 min - 15 max

July 7th

F

1pm-3pm

Kristen Fifield

Students willl learn fun and creative techniques to design their own
decorative chalkboards

Computer Science Coding

ComputerScienceKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

$45

7-14 yrs.

6 min - 30 max

June 12th - 22nd

M,T,W,R

1pm-2pm

Amy Schweigert

Coding is Computer Science that allows students to explore the limitless
world of technology. Students learn to create computer programs with
loops and events and write algorithms for everyday tasks while learning
to investigate diffeerent problem-solving techniques and internet safety.
By the end of this course, students crate their own custom game story.
*students are required to bring earbuds/headphones

Cool Critters

CoolCrittersKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

$25

8-11 yrs.

26 min- 20 max

June 13th-15th

T,W,R

10am-12pm

Alyssa Brown

Investigate critters big and small that can be found in Arizona. Students
will discover the animal world like never before and how they have
adapted to their environment.

Crimes and Clues

CrimesCluesKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

$22

7-10 yrs.

6 min - 16 max

July 6th & 7th

R,F

2pm-4pm

Regina Chevalier

Solve the crime of the kidnapped Border Collies! Student's will be invited
to join a virtual CSI team that is trying to find the culprit behind the
dognapping. Using clues they find and analyzing evidence, this class will
teach students the basics of detective work

Dinosaur Hunt Exploring
Fossils

DinosaurHunt3KDC17-WMC-01

$20

6- 10 yrs.

6 min - 20 max

June 30th

F

12:30 - 3:30pm

Lorena Marchant

Go on a dinosaur fossil expedition and bring back the bones! Using the
techniques of scientists, students will explore, unearth fossils, analyze
their finds, and assemble a model of a dinosaur skeleton.

Drawing for Youth

DrawingforYouthKDC17-WMC-01

Leasning
Center 101

Expressions in Clay

ClayExpressionsKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 104

5 min - 15 max

July 6th - 12th

M,T,W,R,F

1pm - 3pm

Teresa Keele

Students wil learn basic drawing techniques as well as develop new skills
to replicate light shadows - mood - movement - texture and others in your
drawings. *Please wear an apron/smock. Please bring graphite drawing
pencil set, kneaded eraser, tortillons, black and white charcoal (vine or
compressed) and an 11"x14" drawing pad.

$140 8-14 yrs. .

5 min - 20 max

June 6th - 29th

T,W,R,

3pm-5pm

Teresa Keele

This class introduces clay as an art medium. Students will learn
techniques used to produce clay projects with emphasis in selfexpression. Importance is placed in providing a fun environment and
creating exciting new pottery projects. Returning students will also be
challenged in continuing advanced techniques in pottery making.

$45

10-14yrs.

WMC- White Mountain Campus in Show Low
Fun with Math

FunMathKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

$20

6-9 yrs.

10 min-25max

June 6th-9th

T,W,R,F

9am-10am

Amanda Silverhorn

Fun with Math

FunMathKDC17-WMC-02

Aspen 110

$20

6-9yrs.

10 min - 25 max

June 6th - 9th

T,W,R,F

10:15am - 11:15am

Amanda Silverhorn

Hands on Learning! Students will use Magformers to complete
mathematical challenges, aligning perfectly with STEM education.
Students will also use K'NEX to explore math and geometry concepts in
fun educational ways.

T,R

9am-11am

WM Community Garden

Students will have fun learning to garden. In this hands-on course
students will plant seeds, learn about soil, garden insects, and pollinators
along with how to grow, harvest, and enjoy fresh vegetables. * please
note the first day of this class will be held on NPC Campus and then
following will be held off-campus at community garden Students should
wear: hat, sunblock, closed toe shoes, bring water bottle, wear play
clothing, sunglasses(optional)

T,W,R,

1pm-3pm

Teresa Keele

This class introduces clay as an art medium. Students will learn
techniques in pottery production. Personal expression is emphasized in a
fun environment while creating exciting projects. Continuing students will
be challenged to further their skills with new projects.

June 12th

M

9am - 12pm

Chloe Reidhead

Kids Cosmetology 1 will introduce students to the importence of hair
hygeine including shampooing, conditioning, & styling. Stuents will also
enjoy learning how to perform basic braids, twisted styles, and a ballerina
bun.

5 min - 20 max

June 19th

M

9am - 12pm

Chloe Reidhead

Kids Cosmetology 2 will teach students how to perform twisted up-do
hairstyles using braids, bobby pins, and hair pins.

$25 6 - 12 yrs.

10 min - 20 max

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

1pm - 2pm

Beth Kulish

$25

10 min - 20 max

July10th - 13th

M,T,W,R

1pm - 2pm

Beth Kulish

Gardening for Kids

GardeningKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

$30

8-10 yrs.

Journey into Clay

ClayJourney1KDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 104

$140 8-14 yrs. .

Kids Cosmetology 1

KidsCosmo1KDC17-WMC-01

Cosmotology
Building

$25

6 - 14 yrs.

5 min - 20 max

Kids Cosmetology 2

KidsCosmo2KDC17-WMC-01

Cosmotology
Building

$25

6 - 14 yrs.

Kids Zumba

KidsZumbaKDC17-01

Sequoia
Viallage School

Kids Zumba

KidsZumbaKDC17-02

Sequoia
Viallage School

6-12 yrs.

5 min - 12 max

5 min - 20 max

June 6th - June 22nd

June 6th - 29th

Kids Zumba features kid-friendly routines based on original Zumba
choreaography. Session 1 and session 2 will include different routines to
learn. Each session will include a glow stick party and performance on
the last day of class. * This class will be held at Sequoia Village School Please wear comfortable shoes, clothes & bring water bottle

7-10 yrs.

6 min - 20 max

June 20th - 22nd

T,W,R

10am-12pm

Teresa Keele

Students will explore fundamental chemical principals and investigate
mysterious changes that occur when combining different states of matter.
Can you make ice hot or turn steam cold? Participants will engage in fun
chemistry activities and use their scientific findings to become
entrepreneurs while exploring that they can find science everywhere,
even in lemonade!

$50

10-13 yrs.

10 min - 16 max

June 26th - 29th

M,T,W,R,

10am-12pm

Kathy Kunde/ Muriel Metcalf

Students will use jeweler's loupes to MAGNIFY natural objects, opening
up magic mini-worlds for hands-on investigation, illustration, and creative
writing projects.

Aspen 111

$50

10-13 yrs.

10 min. - 16 max

July 10th- 13th

M,T,W,R

10am - 12pm

Kathy Kunde/ Muriel Metcalf

Students will continue their adventure in magnification from Nature UP
CLOSE! Part 1 to explore the BIG ideas behind science and to power up
their writing process.

Learning
Center 108

$40

6-8 yrs.

8min. - 20 max.

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

9am-12pm

Kristen Orton

Lemonade Science

LemonadeScienceKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

Nature Up Close Part #1

NatureClass1KDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

Nature Up Close Part #2

NatureClass2KDC17-WMC-01

Once Upon a STEM Tale

STEMTale1KDC17-WMC-01

$25

Step into a story, with Once Upon a STEM Tale. Filled with hands-on
engineering projects, resolving some of history's oldest dilemmas. Move
over Mother Goose! These are fairy tales for the new generation.

Once Upon a STEM Tale

STEMTale1KDC17-WMC-02

Learning
Center 108

$40

6-8 yrs.

8 min. - 20 max

June 26th-29th

M,T,W,R

9am - 12pm

Kristen Orton

Step into a story, with Once Upon a STEM Tale. Filled with hands-on
engineering projects, resolving some of history's oldest dilemmas. Move
over Mother Goose! These are fairy tales for the new generation.

Painting with
Georgia O'Keefe

PaintingClassKDC17-WMC-01

Learning
Center 101

$53

9-14 yrs.

5 min - 15 max

July 6th - 12th

M,T,W,R,F

10am - 12pm

Teresa Keele

Learn to paint while discovering the artist Georgia O' Keefe. Students will
look to nature to inspire their art making through flower paintings,
landscapes, and skulls and bones used by the great artist Georgia O'
Keefe. *Please wear painting shirt/smock/apron. Please bring a basic
acrylic paint brush kit, live flower or other object found such as old elk
bones.

WMC- White Mountain Campus in Show Low

Picture This!
Kids Photography

PictureThisKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 111

Play Dough Engineering

PlayDoughKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

Play Dough Engineering

PlayDoughKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

Pop Culture and
Mythology

PopCultureKDC17-WMC-01

LC 108

Songwriting Workshop

SongwritingKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

Songwriting Workshop

SongwritingKDC17-WMC-02

Aspen 110

Start Your Engines

StartYourEngineKDC17-WMC-01

Aspen 110

Your Genes Inside Camp

GeneticsCamp2KDC17-WMC-01

$25

Photography, especially digital photography, is just plain fun.
Whether you haven't yet taken your first picture or you are a young
enthusiast always on the lookout for new equipment, there are skills to
learn that can make this an enjoyable and captivating hobby. In this class
students will learn the basic functions of a digital camera, concepts of
photography, composition, rules of thirds, and lots, lots, more! *Students
must bring a didital camera

11-14yrs.

10 min - 20 max

June 9th - July 14th

F

12pm - 2pm

Brian Minson

$40

6-9 yrs.

10 min - 25 max.

June 26th - June 29th

M,T,W,R

1pm - 2:30pm

Lorena Marchant

$40

10-12 yrs.

10 min - 25 max.

June 26th - June 29th

M,T,W,R

3pm - 4:30pm

Lorena Marchant

10-14 yrs.

10 min - 40 max

M,T,W,R,F

10am-12pm

Kerry Pettit

$30

11-14 yrs.

3 min - 6 max.

July 3rd - 7th

M,W,R,F

1pm - 3pm

Mary Croft

$30

11-14 yrs.

3 min - 6 max.

July 10th - 14th

M,T,W,R,F

1pm - 3pm

Mary Croft

$20

9-11 yrs.

10 min - 20 max

June 6th-9th

T,W,R,F

12:30-1:30pm

Amanda Silverhorn

Get your motors going by creating your own circuits! Students will
explore electromotive forces and currents.

Aspen 111

$30

9-12 yrs.

6 min - 16 max

July 10th - 13th

M,T,R

2pm-4pm

Regina Chevalier

Why do I have blue eyes and brown hair? In this class students will learn
to answer questions like this as they explore the fascinating world of
genetics and heredity. Students can use hands-on tools to explore and
construct their own strands of DNA.

$40

July 5th - 14th

Improving a Play Dough Process: Students will listen to a storybook
"Technology Around Us", exploring common items in a mystery bag and
exploring what problem the item may help users to solve. The students
will learn about how engineers use the engineering design process, will
isten to a storybook called"Michelle's MVP Award" and will use the steps
of the process to create their own play dough. Students will test their play
dough for good quality using a snake test, cookie cutter test, or snowman
test and will improve on their process.

What can Star Wars, Marvel, Harry Potter, and The Hobbit teach us
about mythology? Plenty! Students will learn how modern movies reflect
mythology and how it relates to Hero's Story. *A permission slip will be
required by teacher to be able to view movies shown in this class
Jump-start your creativity in a positive, mentored, workshop setting.
Students will learn the basics of songwriting from a local songwriter
known for her local history songs as well as for stories set to music in
many genres. *Bring Lyrics

SCC - Silver Creek Campus in Snowflake/Taylor

Advanced Coding Intro into Java

AdvancedCodingKDC17-SCC-01

LC112

$25

11-14 yrs.

8 min - 20 max

June 19th - 21st

M,T,W

10:30am-11:30am

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Students will create animations and video games using Java Script.
Learn basic programming concepts, think creatively, and reason
systematically- all while having fun!

Advanced Robotics

AdvancedRobotKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

$20

11-14 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

June 23rd

F

12:30pm - 3:30 pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Advanced students will work in small groups to build and program LEGO
robots to complete several challenges. *Students need to have
completed Rookie Robotics

9am-12pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

This beginning animation course exposes students to the range of
traditional and digital techniques used in stop-motion, claymation, 2-D or
3-D computer animation. Students learn basic theory and mechanics
behind animation, devlop observational and drawing skills, and study the
fundamental principals of character design, layout, and storyboarding.

Animation

AnimationKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

$20

11-14 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

June 23rd

F

App Creator

AppCreatorKDC17-SCC-01

SNC116

$25

11-14 yrs.

8 min - 20 max

June 12th - 14th

M,T,W

1pm - 2pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Students will create an app using MIT's App Inventor 2 software.
Students will learn basic programming concepts, think creatively, and
reason systematically - all while having fun! +Previous coding experience
recommended

Beginning Hip Hop/Dance

BegHipHopKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

$40

6-14 yrs.

8 min - 30 max

June 5th - 28th

M,W

10:00am-11:100am

Robin and Kuulei Wong

Students willl learn the fundamentals of dance with a focus on modern hip
hop dance moves. Moves include up to date dances as welll as character
poses. Students will be learning a complete choreographed number at
the end of this class. Students will receive a certificate! *Please wear
comfortable clothing and closed toed shoes to dance in

Camp Cupcake

CampCupcakeKDC17-SCC-01

SNC116

$30

8-14 yrs.

5 min - 10 max

July 10th - 12th

M,T,W

9am - 10am

Carol Maxwell

Camp Cupcake

CampCupcakeKDC17-SCC-02

SNC116

$30

8-14 yrs.

5 min - 10 max

July 10th - 12th

M,T,W

10:30am - 11:30am

Carol Maxwell

Childrens Theater Camp

TheatreCampKDC17-SCC-01

Performing
Arts Center
#103

8-14 yrs.

30 min - 46 max

June 5th - 16th

M,T,W,R,F

8:30am-12:30pm

Mike Solomon

$85

Decorate my cupcake! In this class students will learn how to color icing,
piping and swirling, and the fun and creative techniques of fondant
flowers and bows.
Do you love movies, music, and dressing up? In our Children's theater
camp students will have the opportunity to learn acting, singing, and
dancing skills in a rehearsal process that culminates in a public
performance of the musical The Lion King.

SCC - Silver Creek Campus in Snowflake/Taylor

Coding Adventures

CodingAdventureKDC17-SCC-01

LC112

$25

11-14 yes

8 min - 20 max

June 12th - 14th

M,T,W

12pm-1pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Coding Adventures

CodingAdventureKDC17-SCC-02

LC112

$25

8-11 yrs.

8 min. - 20 max

June 19th - 21st

M,T,W

12pm - 1pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Coding Digital Art

DigitalArtKDC17-SCC-01

LC112

$25

8-11 yrs.

8 min - 20 max

June 19th- 21st

M,T,W

1pm-2pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Cool Critters

CoolCrittersSCCKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

$25

8-14 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 5th-8th

M,T,W,R

1pm-2pm

Digital Animation

DigitalAnKDC17-SCC-01

LC112

$20

8-11 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

June 12th -14th

M,T,W

10:30am-11:30am

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Students will express their creativity through stop-motion animation,
claymation (which is creating clay objects and filming them frame by
frame), and computer animation.

Digital Music Lab

MusicLabKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

$25

11-14 yrs.

8 min - 12 max

June 12th - 14th

M,T,W

2pm-3pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Students will learn to compose, edit, and record music. Trim, combine,
and export sound clips. Record live voice, mix loops, and add effects
using existing sound and music files from original tracks.

DinosaurHuntKDC17-SCC-01

LC116

$20

8-12 yrs.

6 min - 16 max

June 9th

F

12:30pm - 3:30pm

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

DinosaurHuntKDC17-SCC-02

LC116

$20

6-8 yrs.

6 min - 16 max

June 16th

F

12:20pm - 3:30pm

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

Dragon Writers

DragonWritersKDC17-SCC-01

LC116

$80

10-14 yrs.

30 min - 30 max

June 29th - July 13th

T,R

9am-10am

Amy Bateman

Students will enjoy the process of pulling a book from themselves as they
learn about character, setting, plot, conflict, self-editing, peer editing,
learning from the writing of others, and publishing.

Forensics

ForensicsKDC17-SCC-01

LC134

$25

8-11 yrs.

6 min - 16 max

June 19th - 21st

M,T,W

2pm - 3pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Who snatched Magic, the award-winning pooch from his master's home?
To find out, students gather and analyze evidence such as fingerprints,
impressions, hair and fibers; then conduct a PH test, handwriting
analysis, and paper chromatography to catch their criminal. *Please bring
a pencil and notebook

Dinosaur Hunt

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

Let your imagination run wild in this multimedia adventure. Create your
own interactive animated adventures and games. Learn computer
programming using Java Script, one of the most powerful languages for
creating interactive websites, apps, and programs. Computer characters
are at your command!
Students will create animations, illusions, and interactive artwork using
Scratch. Learn basic programming concepts, think creatively, and reason
systematically- all while having fun!
Investigate critters big and small that can be found in Arizona. Students
will discover the animal world like never before and how they have
adapted to their environment.

Go on a dinosaur fossil expedition and bring back the bones! Using the
techniques of scientists, students will explore, unearth fossils, analyze
their finds, and assemble a model of a dinosaur skeleton.

Game Time!

GameTimeKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

$40

6-14 yrs.

10 min - 30 max

June 6th - 29th

T,R

2:45pm - 3:45pm

Robin and Kuulei Wong

This fun hour will entertain kids from ages 6-14 years. Game time is an
hour that allows attendees to play a myriad of different board, car, book
or table games of their choice with other attendees or by themselves.
Students will have the option of playing games at their pace.

Hula for Kids

HulaforKidsKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

$40

6-14 yrs.

10 min - 30 max

June 6th - 29th

T,R

10:00am-11:100am

Robin and Kuulei Wong

Hula is a kid friendly activity that helps teach hand/eye coordination as
well as rhythm and dance. Students will learn several Hawaiian styla hula
moves to a choreographed musical number. Students will also learn a bit
of Hawaiian language and culture.

Intermediate Hip Hop

InterHipHopKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

$40

8-14 yrs.

8 min - 30 max

June 5th - 28th

M,W

2:45pm -3:45pm

Robin and Kuulei Wong

Students who have already learned dance and/or hip hop fundamentals
will learn the intermediate steps of modern Hip Hop dance moves. Moves
include up to date hip hop dances as well as characters of jazz and
modern. Students will be learning a complete choreographed number to
perform by end of this class.*Must have previous dance experience

Invention Lab

InventionLabKDC17-SCC-01

LC134

$30

8-11 yrs.

8 min - 20 max

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

9:30am - 10:30am

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

Students will love this fast-paced, hands-on experience full of
engineering projects designed to introduce the engineering design
process. Build, test, and redesign catapults, marshmallow guns, straw
planes, and much, much, more!

SNC116

$40

6-14 yrs.

8 min - 30 max

June 5th - 28th

M,W

1:30pm-2:30-pm

Robin and Kuulei Wong

Crochet is a kid friendly handcraft in which yarn is made up into a pattern
by looping yarn with a hooked crochet needle. Crochet is fun, relaxing,
and fun for kids to learn. Students will be able to make a project of their
choice by end of this class. *Bring 1 J98mm) crochet hook and 1 skein of
any color yard (Red Heart 60z. suggested)

SCC - Silver Creek Campus in Snowflake/Taylor

Kids Crochet Class

Kids Crochet Class
Part 2

KidsCrochetKDC17-SCC-01

KidsCrochet2KDC17-SCC-01

LC 104

$30

6-14 yrs.

8 min - 30 max

June 26th - July 12th

M,W

3pm - 4pm

Robin and Kuulei Wong

Crochet is a kid friendly handicraft in which yarn is made up into a pattern
by looping yarn with a hooked crochet needle. Crochet is fun, relaxing
and fun for kids to learn. kids will be able to make a project of their choice
by the end of class. * Bring 1 J(8mm) crochet hook and 1 skein of
variegated or any color yarn (Red Heart 6oz)
Certification Title:

Little Bits Steam Ed

LittleBitsKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

Love Your Heart
Class 1

LoveYourHeartKDC17-SCC-01

SNC131

Love Your Heart
Class 2

LoveYourHeartKDC17-SCC-02

SNC131

Magformers & K'NEX

MagfomrKnexKDC17-SCC-01

LC131

$25

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

What are Little Bits? Little Bits are electronic building blocks. The
intuitive, color-coded Bits each have a specific function (ie. motion, lights,
Rebecca
sound, sensor internet connectivity), and all the Bits snap together with
magnets to make larger circuits. Building circuits is simple and intuitive,
allowing students to create powerful, sophisticated electronics in a matter
of seconds.

8-14 yrs.

5 min- 16max

June 5th - 8th

M,T,W,R

2pm-3pm

$25

6-8 yrs.

8 min - 15 max

June 12th - 14th

M,T,W

10am - 11:30am

Kendra Brimhall

$25

9-11 yrs.

June 19th - 21st

M,T,W

10am - 11:30am

Kendra Brimhall

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

1pm - 2pm

$25

6-8 yrs.

8 min - 20 max

6 min - 25 max

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

Did you know the average human heart will beat more than 2.5 billion
times! Learn how to care for your heart through hands on indoor and
outdoor activities focused on making good food choices, increasing
physical activity, and other healthy habits. Students will also make and
sample simple and healthy snacks. *Please bring a water bottle, wear
sunscreen, tennis shoes, and a hat for outdoor activities.
Math Camp construction sets foster brain development through fun and
educational exploration. Math & Geometry sets allow students to build,
investigate and explore geometry concepts, vocabulary, and structures in
a 2-D and 3-D world.

Master Forensics

Once Upon a STEM Tale

Rookie Robotics

Rookie Robotics

Rookie Robotics

MasterForensicsKDC17-SCC-01

LC134

$25

STEMTale2KDC17-SCC-01

LC 108

$40

RoboticsKDC17-SCC-02

RookieroboticsKDC17-SCC-01

RookieRobotics2KDC17-SCC-01

LC133

LC133

$35

$25

12-14 yrs.

6-8 yrs.

11-14 yrs.

8-11 yrs.

6 min - 24 max

8 min - 20max

8 min - 16 max

8 min. - 16 max.

June5th-8th

M,T,W,R

3pm-4pm

June 26th - 29th

M,T,W,R

1pm - 4pm

June 19th - 22nd

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

M,T,W,R

8:30am - 10:30am

8:30am-9:30am

LC133

$25

8-11 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

July 13th

R

12pm - 4pm

Freeman Park

$30

7-12 yrs.

7 min - 35 max

June 30th - July 14th

W,F

3pm - 4pm

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

Master Forensics Kit allows participation in the field of forensic science; a
field that employs chemistry, physics, and biology along with the use of
reasoning and common sense. This kit is designed to introduce students
to the techniques needed to accomplish a thorough criminal investigation

Kristen Orton

Step into a story, with Once Upon a STEM Tale. Filled with hands-on
engineering projects, resolving some of history's oldest dilemmas. Move
over Mother Goose! These are fairy tales for the new generation.

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

This 4 day camp will provide an opportunity for students to expand their
creative interest in LEGO building while peaking their technological
curiosity. Instructors will introduce the fundamentals of construction and
programming while also allowing for students to learn through
experimentation. The students' experience will culminate in a final
challenge that integrates complex building skills and basic programming.
Participants will be using iconic programming language. This software,
combined with the planned curriculum, creates a fun, fast-paced and
exciting introduction to robotics! * Please bring a notebook and pencil

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

This 4 day camp will provide an opportunity for students to expand their
creative interest in LEGO building while peaking their technological
curiosity. Instructors will introduce the fundamentals of construction and
programming while also allowing for students to learn through
experimentation. The students' experience will culminate in a final
challenge that integrates complex building skills and basic programming.
Participants will be using iconic programming language. This software,
combined with the planned curriculum, creates a fun, fast-paced and
exciting introduction to robotics! * Please bring a notebook and pencil

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

This one day class will provide an opportunity for students to expand
their creative interest in LEGO building while peaking their technological
curiosity. Instructors will introduce the fundamentals of construction and
programming while also allowing for students to learn through
experimentation. The students' experience will culminate in a final
challenge that integrates complex building skills and basic programming.
Participants will be using iconic programming language. This software,
combined with the planned curriculum, creates a fun, fast-paced and
exciting introduction to robotics! * Please bring a notebook and pencil

Katy Gillespie

Kids get the chance to learn soccer in a fun way, as well as learning the
fundamentals to the game. Not only do they get to play the beautiful
game, they also will learn life skills such as team building and maing new
friends. *Please wear soccer cleates/tennis shoes, and shin gueards.
Please bring water, and sunscreen.

SCC - Silver Creek Campus in Snowflake/Taylor

Soccer Camp

SoccerCampKDC17-SCC-01

Sports Science

SportsScienceKDC17-SCC-01

LC104

$25

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

3pm-4pm

Summer Fun Activities

SummerfunKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

$40

6-14 yrs.

15min - 30 max

June 6th - 29th

T,R

11:15am- 12:15pm

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Did you know there is a science behind the success of major athletes?
They have near perfect pitches, swings, kicks, strokes, and more! The
science behind some of the most popular sports today comes from an
Rebecca
intuitive understanding of body mechanics, forces and motion, and the
influence of gravity- to name a few! This class is designed to get students
excited about learning and bring math and science concepts to life, this
camp creates an action-packed learning experience.

Robin and Kuulei Wong

The Science of
Superpowers

SuperpowersKDC17-SCC-01

LC134

$25

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 12th - 15th

M,T,W,R

2pm-3pm

Clarissa Baldwin/
Hunt

Rebecca

Youth Etiquette &
Manners

EtiquetteClassKDC17-SCC-01

LC133

$40

6-14 yrs.

10 min - 30 max

June 5th - 28th

M,W

11:15am- 12:15am

Robin and Kuulei Wong

BeginningBalletKDC17-SPE-01

Studio

$35

8-14 yrs.

15min - 15 max

June 5th - 9th

M,T,W,R,F

9am - 9:45am

Erica Scarbrough

This course takes "game time" to another level. This hour students will be
actively participating in one or more physical activities that will keep each
child busy for the entire hour. Activities are changed each day. Kids will
have a choice of activities to participate in.

The Science of Superpowers Camp explores the science behind the
super powers. Students will learn about spiders, bats, birds of prey, and
other living creatures that are applied to superheros to save human kind
from danger. This camp will encourage discussion about what being a
hero is about, what characteristics make them different, and who are
some local community members/friends/family that embody these
characteristics.

Learn youth etiquette and manners. Have fun using a positive learning
environment with an ideal combination of instruction, practice, roleplaying, and character building lessons. Students will learn age
appropriate proper manners/etiquette, social skills, and table manners.

SPE- Springerville Eagar

Beginning Ballet

Beginning Ballet

Beginning Hip Hop

Beginning Hip Hop

Campfire Science

Computer Science Coding

This is a beginning ballet class that will teach the basic position, barre
work, center floor work and stretching. *If you do not have dance clothes
you may wear workout and stretching clothes, workout style clothing, and
hair to be worn up. Ballet shoes NOT required.

BeginningBalletKDC17-SPE-02

Studio

$35

8-14 yrs.

15 min - 15 max

July 17th - 21st

M,T,W,R,F

9am - 9:45am

Erica Scarbrough

HipHopClassKDC17-SPE-01

Studio

$30

8-14 yrs.

15 min. - 15 max.

June 5th - 9th

M,T,W,R,F

9:45am - 10:15am

Erica Scarbrough

HipHopClassKDC17-SPE-02

Studio

$30

8-14 yrs.

15min. 15max

July 17th - 21st

M,T,W,R,F

9:45am - 10:15am

Erica Scarbrough

CampfireScienceKDC17-SPE-01

#133

$25

8-14 yrs.

6 min - 20 max

June 6th - 8th

T,W,R

9am-11am

Alyssa Brown

Students will go on a virtual camping trip to the rim. They will learn how to
conquer nature with survival skills using science skills. They will also
learn habitat awareness and virtually explore Arizona. *Students need to
bring drinking water, sun screen, and a hat for sun protection

Amy Schweigert

Coding is Computer Science that allows students to explore the limitless
world of technology. Students learn to create computer programs with
loops and events and write algoithms for everyday tasks while learning to
investigate difeerent problem-solving techniques and internet safety. By
the end of this course, students crate their own custom game story.
*students are required to bring earbuds/headphones

ComputerCodingKDC17-SPE-01

Computer Lab
#129

$45

7-14 yrs.

6 min - 30 max

June 12th - 22nd

M,T,W,R

10am-11am

Dancers will learn a basic hip hop style dance during this week. Dancers
will also learn some basic fun yet safe tricks. *Workout clothing required,
hair pulled up, no dance shoes required.

SPE- Springerville Eagar

Crimes and Clues

Fun Hairstyles

CrimesandCluesKDC17-SPE-01

FunHairstylesKDC17-SPE-01

#133

#135
FunHairstylesKDC17-SPE-02

$22

$20

7-10 yrs.

16 min - 16 max

6-14 yrs.

6 min - 25 max

$20

Fun Hairstyles

FunHairstyles2KDC17-SPE-01

#133

Math Games

MathGamesKDC17-SPE-01

#133

Once Upon a STEM Tale

StemTale3KDC17-SPE-01

Your Genes Inside Camp

Your Genes Inside Camp

$20

July 6th & 7th

R,F

10am-12pm

Alyssa Brown

June 14th & 15th

W,R

10am - 12pm

Madison Storms

June 14th, & 15th

W,R

10am - 12pm

Madison Storms

Students will be invited to join a CSI team that is trying to discover the
culprit behind the dognapping. Through an interactive game, students will
visit the crime scene, collect evidence, and document their findings to
solve the crime.

Students will be taught the new trending braiding styles, pincurls & twists,
hair wraps & extensions.

6-14 yrs.

5 min - 15 max.

June 21 - June 29th

W,R

10am - 12pm

Madison Storms

$35

6-9 yrs.

6 min - 20 max

June 26th - 29th

T,W,R

9am-11am

Alyssa Brown

Hands on Learning! Students will use Magformers to complete
mathematical challenges, aligning perfectly with STEM education.
Students will also use K'NEX to explore math and geometry concepts in
fun educational ways.

#133

$40

6-8 yrs.

15 min - 20 max

June 5th -8th

M,T,W,R,

9am-12pm

Kristen Orton

Step into a story, with Once Upon a STEM Tale. Filled with hands-on
engineering projects, resolving some of history's oldest dilemmas. Move
over Mother Goose! These are fairy tales for the new generation.

GeneticsCampKDC17-SPE-01

#133

$35

9-12 yrs.

16 min - 16 max

July 10th - 13th

M,T,R

10am-12pm

Alyssa Brown

GeneticsCampKDC17-SPE-02

#133

$30

9 - 12 yrs

16 min - 16 max

July 10th - 13th

M,T,R

2pm-4pm

Alyssa Brown

Braiding 101

Braiding101KDC17-STJ-01

#1

$20

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 13th

T

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

Braiding 101

Braiding101KDC17-STJ-02

#1

$20

9-14 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 14th

W

9am -12pm

Juliet Moreno

Buns and Bows

BunsandBowsKDC17-STJ-01

#1

$20

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 20th

T

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

Buns and Bows

BunsandBowsKDC17-STJ-02

#1

$20

9-14 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 21st

W

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

HairCareKDC17-STJ-01

#1

$20

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 6th

T

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

HairCareKDC17-STJ-02

#1

$20

9-14 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 7th

W

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

$20

6-8 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 27th

T

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

$20

9-14 yrs.

5 min - 25 max

June 28th

W

9am-12pm

Juliet Moreno

Why do I have blue eyes and brown hair? In this class students will learn
to answer questions like this as they explore the fascinating world of
genetics and heredity. Students can use hands-on tools to explore and
construct their own strands of DNA.

STJ- Saint Johns

Students will learn to perform simple braids as well as fashion braids.

Hair Care 101

Hairwraps

HairWrapsKDC17-STJ-01
#1

Students will enjoy learning the techniques of how to style hair buns, make hair
bows, and use hair sticks to style hair buns.

Haircare 101 will demonstrate proper shampooing & conditioning as well as
knoweldge of a healthy scalp.

Students will learn the techniques to perform fashion hair wraps.

Hairwraps

HairWrapsKDC17-STJ-02

Jr. Architects

JrArchitectsKDC17-STJ-01

#1

$25

9-11 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

June 13th & 14th

T,W

1pm - 2:30pm

Amanda Silverhorn

Students will enjoy using Keva Planks to build structures from around the world.
Let your imagination create and build!

UV Rays & Birds

UVRaysandBirdsKDC17-STJ-01

#1

$25

6-9 yrs.

10 min - 16 max

June 13th & 14th

T,W

10am- 11:30am

Amanda Silverhorn

2 Classes in 1! On the first day students will learn about uv rays, analyze solar
data and use it to create solar art. On day 2 students will learn about what birds
eat and make a bird feeder.
*Please note that students will be dissecting and
examining owl pellets

PaintingKDC17-LCC-01

MPB 104

6-11 yrs.

4 min. - 10 max.

June 6th - July 13th

T,W,R

10:00am - 11am

Cheri Russell

Do you want to build a snowman with Elsa, just keep swimming with Dory, get
back up again with Poppy, or Journey across the ocean with Moana? Come join
the adventure! Students will learn how to bring their fvorite characters to life on
canvas. Don't wait, just paint!

LCC- Little Colorado Campus

Character Painting with
Acrylics

$35

Math Mystery

MathMysteryKDC17-LCC-01

LC136

$35

7-12 yrs.

6 min - 15 max

June 19th -29th

M,T,W,R

10:45am - 12:15pm

Julie Thomas

Let's go on a math mystery adventure! Students will solve logic problems, look
for clues, and solve brainteasers, all in a way that allows them to think about
math differently.

Rookie Robotics

RookieRobotics2KDC17-LCC-01

MPB101

$25

8-11 yrs.

8 min - 16 max

July 11th

T

12pm - 4pm

Carlynn Patton/Kristin
Hagelstein

This one day class will provide an opportunity for students to expand their
creative interest in LEGO building while peaking their technological curiosity.
Instructors will introduce the fundamentals of construction and programming
while also allowing for students to learn through experimentation. The students'
experience will culminate in a final challenge that integrates complex building
skills and basic programming. Participants will be using iconic programming
language. This software, combined with the planned curriculum, creates a fun,
fast-paced and exciting introduction to robotics! * Please bring a notebook and
pencil

Storybook Math

StorybookMathKDC17-LCC-01

LC136

$30

6-8 yrs.

3 min - 10 max

June 19th - 29th

M,T,W,R

9am-10:30am

Julie Thomas

Together students will read a children's story and find the math concepts
involved in the story. Students will then be able to create their own
representation of the math and the story as well as play games related to both.

Exploring Cool Critters

CoolCrittersWRVKDC17-WRV-01

#118

$20

6-14 yrs.

5 min- 15max

June 19th - 22nd

M,T,W,R

3pm - 4pm

Jhonna Petrancosta

Investigate critters big and small that can be found in Arizona. Students
will discover the animal world like never before and how they have
adapted to their environment.

Science with Camping

CampingScienceKDC17-WRV-01

#118

$20

6-14 yrs.

5 min - 15 max

June 26th - 29th

M,T,W,R

3pm - 4pm

Jhonna Petrancosta

Students will go on a virtual camping trip to the rim. They will learn how to
conquer nature with survival skills using science skills. They will also
learn habitat awareness and virtually explore Arizona. *Students need to
bring drinking water, sun screen, and a hat for sun protection

Boardgame Fun

BoardgameFunKDC17-PDC-01

NLC142

$20

6-14 yrs.

5 min. - 20 max.

June 19th - 20th

M,T

1pm - 3pm

Stacy Nowell/
Amanda Remos

Crimes and Clues in
Holbrook

PDCCrimesCluesKDC17-PDC-01

NLC142

$22

7-10 yrs.

10 min - 16max.

Jue12 -13th

M,T

1pm -3pm

Stacy Nowell/
Amanda Remos

Students will be invited to join a CSI team that is trying to discover the culprit
behind the dognapping. Through an interactive game, students will visit the
crime scene, collect evidence, and document their findings to solve the crime.

Little Bits Electronic
Projects

LittleBitsPDCKDC17-PDC-01

NLC143

$40

8-14 yrs.

8 min - 8 max

June 9th - July 14th

F

9am - 12pm

Barry Lambson

If you can build with LEGO'S you can program with Little Bits. Little Bits are a
modular programming kit that snap together to teach you the fundamentals of
writing code. *Please bring a notebook to take notes.

WRV - Whiteriver

PDC - Painted Desert Campus

Minecraft for Education:
Escape Everest!

MinecraftKDC17-PDC-01

NLC141

$40

6-14 yrs.

8 min - 20 max.

June 9th - July 14th

F

1pm-3pm

Barry Lambson

This class is designed to teach students a variety of games while allowing
socialization time with peers.

Explore Mount Everest like never before; In minecraft Education Edition! Can you
survive? Students will use a virtual learning environment to explore a digital
version of mount Everest.
*Please bring a notebook and pencil for taking notes

